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ABSTRACT In planning a mandibular posterior dental implant, identifying the exact location of the
alveolar bone (AB) and mandibular canal (MC) is essential to determine the height and width of the
available bone. Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a 3D imaging modality widely used for dental
implant planning, which requires a lower radiation dose compared to medical CT and can provide cross-
sectional image quality to visualize AB and MC. The radiologist carried out the AB and MC detection
processes manually on each section of the CBCT image until the appropriate area was determined for bone
measurement. This process is time consuming, and the measurement accuracy depends on the ability and
experience of the radiologist. This study proposes an automatic and simultaneous detection system for AB
and MC based on 2D grayscale CBCT images, that can simplify and expedite dental implant planning.
We introduce Dental-YOLO, an efficient version of YOLOv4 specifically developed to detect AB and
MC, with two-scale feature maps at low and high scales. The height and width of the available bone in
the implant area were estimated by using the detected bounding box attributes. The AB and MC detection
performances using Dental-YOLO reached a mean average precision of 99.46%. The two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) test showed no difference in the bone height and width measurements produced by the
proposed approach and manual measurement by radiologists. Our results suggest that the Dental-YOLO
detection system could be helpful for dental implant surgery and presurgical treatment planning.

17

18

INDEX TERMS Alveolar bone, CBCT, bone measurement, dental implant planning, mandibular canal,
object detection, YOLO.

I. INTRODUCTION19

Dental implants are artificial tooth roots implanted in the jaw-20

bone to replace the lost teeth. Presurgical treatment planning21

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Essam A. Rashed .

is required to determine the ideal implant dimension and 22

position to ensure long-term success and reduce the risks 23

associated with dental implant surgery. Cone beam com- 24

puted tomography (CBCT) has been widely used in implant 25

dentistry because of its advantages in providing anatomical 26

information as well as three-dimensional (3D) images of 27
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FIGURE 1. YOLOv4 architecture.

roots [1], bones [1], [2], nerves [1], and crucial structures in28

the implantation site [1], [2]. Thus, CBCT helps in dental29

implant planning to improve treatment outcomes by provid-30

ing essential information on ideal implant dimensions and31

positions according to the available bone [3].32

Dental implant placement in the mandibular posterior site33

should consider the location of the mandibular canal (MC)34

as a crucial structure [4], [5]. The MC was identified manu-35

ally in each cross-section of the CBCT images, followed by36

manual bone height and width measurements by a radiologist37

using a 3D imaging software. The width and height of the38

alveolar bone (AB) are essential for determining the implant39

dimensions. Identifying the MC and measuring the bone is40

time-consuming and labor-intensive. Furthermore, the accu-41

racy of the measurement depends on the radiologist’s exper-42

tise and experience in interpreting CBCT images [6], [7].43

Deep learning has progressed rapidly and has achieved sig-44

nificantly higher accuracy than traditional machine learning45

because it can extract high-dimensional features automati-46

cally [8]. Deep learning-based approaches can significantly47

reduce the time and mistakes carried out by inexperienced48

radiologists in interpreting the medical images in their daily49

clinical practice. The deep learning approach was initially50

implemented in dental radiology research [9]. Deep learning51

has been used to successfully detect bone radiography levels52

in panoramic radiographs [10], localize the MC on CBCT 53

volume [6], classify teeth on CBCT images [11], segment 54

AB on CBCT images [12], segment the mandibular cortical 55

bone [13], MC [14], [15], tooth [12], [16], [17], and inferior 56

alveolar nerve [18] on CBCT images. 57

Mandibular dental implant planning requires detection or 58

segmentation of the AB and MC. Cui et al. proposed auto- 59

matic tooth and alveolar bone segmentation on 3D CBCT 60

images using the V-Net method which is a 3D fully CNN 61

[12]. The accuracy of the alveolar bone segmentation in that 62

study reached a Dice value of 94.5%. Research on alveolar 63

bone segmentation with a deep learning approach that uses 64

CBCT images has not been done much. Opportunities are 65

available to conduct studies onAB segmentation using CBCT 66

images. Jaskari et al. proposed a deep learning approach to 67

automatically locate MC in CBCT images using a 3D fully 68

CNN [6]. The MC localization accuracy was 0.90. The result 69

can reduce the manual process of annotatingMC. Kwak et al. 70

proposed a deep learning approach based on two-dimensional 71

(2D) SegNet, 2D U-Nets, and 3D U-Nets to automatically 72

segment the MC on CBCT images [14]. Experiments with 73

training using pre-training weights showed better segmen- 74

tation results, and the segmentation accuracy of 3D U-Net 75

model was the best, with a global accuracy of 0.99. These 76

results contribute significantly to dental implant planning. 77
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U-Net 3D architecture is also used for MC segmentation78

on AI-driven modules [15]. This study demonstrated a new,79

fast, and accurate AI-based module for MC segmentation in80

CBCT. However, studies that simultaneously and automati-81

cally detect AB andMC have not yet been widely established.82

Thus, there are many opportunities for accurate autodetection83

using deep learning to detect both objects.84

YOLO, a state-of-the-art detection system based on deep85

learning, is a single-stage CNN detector that simultaneously86

makes object localization and classification predictions [19]87

with high detection accuracy and speed [8]. In object detec-88

tion, many bounding boxes and their classifications must89

be drawn around the object. There are different versions of90

YOLO: YOLOv2 [20], YOLOv3 [21], and YOLOv4 [22].91

To analyze medical images, YOLO was used to localize92

and track the myocardial wall from cardiac flow-field ultra-93

sound images [23] and to automatically detect COVID-1994

from raw chest X-ray images [24]. YOLOv3 was used to95

detect breast masses in full-field digital mammograms [25],96

and YOLOv4 was used to successfully detect melanoma97

lesions [26]. In dentistry, YOLOv3 has been successfully98

used to detect dental caries on digital bite radiographs [9],99

and YOLOv3-tiny has been successfully used to detect AB100

[27]. Therefore, YOLO is appropriate for dental implant plan-101

ning, and in this case, for the simultaneous detection of AB102

and MC.103

TheYOLOdetector consists of threemain parts: backbone,104

neck, and head components. All object detectors take an105

image as input and compress the features down through the106

backbone of the CNN. In the neck, a combination of back-107

bone features occurs in the layers. The head section detects108

an object by creating an object bounding box, predicting109

the object class, and determining the location of the object.110

YOLOv4 consists of a cross-stage partial (CSP) Darknet53 as111

the backbone network, spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) mod-112

ule, PANet as the neck network, and YOLOv3 as the head,113

which uses a three-scale feature map at the head to predict114

the detection results [22]. The CSP Darknet53 consists of115

a convolution building block (CBM) and five CSPResNet116

modules. The CBM contains a convolution layer (Conv),117

batch normalization layer, and Mish layer. CSPResNet is a118

convolutional neural network with a CSP approach that is119

applied to ResNet. Fig. 1 shows the YOLOv4 architecture.120

In the YOLOv4 architecture, three-scale feature maps (low,121

medium, and high) are used to detect objects of various sizes.122

In dental implant planning, simultaneous detection of AB and123

MC is required for the measurement of available bone in the124

implant area. AB can be easily detected because of its large125

size, whereas MC is more difficult to detect because of its126

small size. Detection using YOLOv4 to specifically detect127

AB andMC, which have large differences in size, may be less128

efficient. Therefore, it is crucial to provide appropriate feature129

maps on the YOLOv4 architecture to increase the detection130

efficiency of AB and MC.131

This study proposes an automatic and simultaneous detec-132

tion system for AB and MC based on 2D grayscale CBCT133

FIGURE 2. Annotation of the mandibular canal and alveolar bone on
coronal slice.

TABLE 1. Distribution of the data.

images that can simplify and expedite dental implant plan- 134

ning. We introduce Dental-YOLO, an efficient version of 135

YOLOv4 specifically developed to detect AB and MC, with 136

two-scale feature maps at low and high scales. A low-scale 137

feature map is more efficient in detecting relatively large AB 138

objects, whereas a high-scale feature map is more efficient at 139

detecting much smaller MC objects. The detected bounding 140

box attribute was then used to measure the available bone 141

height and width in the implant area. The proposed detection 142

system can produce bone quantity measurement, which is 143

very important in dental implants. 144

II. METHODOLOGY 145

A. DATASETS 146

This study used 2D grayscales CBCT images of the coronal 147

slices of the mandible. The images were annotated to create 148

ground-truth images using LabelImg, a graphic annotation 149

tool. The annotation process was performed by creating 150

bounding boxes for each image’s AB and MC objects. 151

Fig. 2 shows an example of annotating AB and MC objects 152

from the coronal slice. The AB annotations are depicted as a 153

yellow box, and the MC annotations are depicted as a purple 154

box. A text file inYOLO format for each imagewas generated 155

containing the class number, center coordinate values, and the 156

width and height of the bounding box relative to the image 157

width and height for each object. 158

The CBCT dental images were obtained from Universi- 159

tas Airlangga Academic Dental Hospital. All images were 160

obtained using CBCT OP300 3D scanner (Instrumentarium 161

Dental, Tuusula, Finland). The experiment used 1064 2D 162

CBCT images of coronal slices, divided into 70% for training 163

and 30% for testing. The training process used 744 images 164

and 320 images for the testing process. 1678 annotations 165

were made, consisting of 1103 AB and 575 MC annotations. 166
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FIGURE 3. System workflow.

FIGURE 4. Dental-YOLO.

A radiologist with 14 years of professional experience vali-167

dated the annotation results. Table 1 shows the distribution of168

the images and annotations used in this study.169

B. SYSTEM OVERVIEW170

To detect AB and MC objects, the image and ground171

truth that were developed are used as inputs to train and172

test Dental-YOLO. The Dental-YOLO model accepts an173

input image of size 416 × 416 pixels. Dental-YOLO174

training and testing used pre-prepared training and testing175

datasets. The detection results are shown as a bounding176

box, class name, and detection confidence value for the177

detected object. The class names used in this study were178

AB for the alveolar bone and MC for the mandibular179

canal. The detection confidence value ranges from 0.00 to180

1.00, where 1.00 represents the highest level of detec-181

tion confidence. The height and width of the available182

bone in the implant area were measured using the coor-183

dinates, length, and width of the bounding box obtained184

from Dental-YOLO detection. Fig. 3 shows the workflow185

of the system. The detection performance of Dental-YOLO186

was examined by comparing the detection results with187

those of a comparison detector. The measurements of bone188

height and width using the proposed approach were com- 189

pared with the manual measurements conducted by two 190

radiologists. 191

C. DENTAL-YOLO 192

The Dental-YOLO network model is specifically designed 193

to detect AB and MC by making the YOLOv4 network 194

model more efficient in the training and detection processes. 195

Fig. 4 shows the Dental-YOLO architecture. Dental-YOLO 196

uses a CSP Darknet53-tiny network as the backbone net- 197

work. The CSP Darknet53-tiny consists of three convolu- 198

tion networks, batch normalization, LeakyReLU activation 199

function (CBL) layers, and three CSP modules. The CSP 200

Darknet53-tiny network uses the CSP module instead of 201

the CSPResNet module used in CSP Darknet53. The CSP 202

module can improve convolution network learning ability 203

compared with the ResNet module [28]. The CSP network 204

strategy reduces the computational complexity by dividing 205

the feature map from the base layer into two parts and then 206

combining them through a cross-stage hierarchy. In addition, 207

CSPDarknet53-tiny uses the LeakyReLU activation function 208

in the CSP module to simplify the computational process 209

[28]. The maxpool layer is added after the CSP module 210
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to maintain the resolution of the feature map. Simplifica-211

tion of this backbone network can lead to a faster training212

process. In the feature fusion section of the neck network,213

the Dental-YOLO approach uses a feature pyramid network214

(FPN) to extract feature maps with different scales. The FPN215

combines top-down path convolution networks and lateral216

connections to develop high-level semantic feature maps at217

all scales [29]. An FPN can enhance object detection speed218

with high detection accuracy. Dental-YOLO uses two-scale219

feature maps on the head to predict the detection results,220

making it more efficient in detecting two objects.221

To better detect AB and MC, we used two-scale feature222

maps of low and high scales. Because AB objects can be223

detected easily owing to their relatively large size on CBCT224

images, the first branch of the Dental-YOLO output used225

a 13 × 13 low-scale feature map. MC is an object that is226

difficult to detect on CBCT images because it is small and227

sometimes invisible. Therefore, in this study, a 52× 52 high-228

scale map feature was used to obtain better MC detection.229

The Dental-YOLO detection process starts by dividing a230

416 × 416 pixels input image into a grid size of 13 × 13.231

In each grid, three bounding boxes were generated to detect232

the objects. In each bounding box, a detection confidence233

value was generated to show the accuracy of the detection234

results for each object on the grid. The detection confidence235

value is zero if there are no objects in the grid. Otherwise,236

the detection confidence value is equal to the over union237

(IoU) intersection between the ground truth and bounding238

box. The confidence score threshold was used to determine239

which bounding box should be retained [21]. The bounding240

box with the highest detection confidence value is selected as241

the output of the detection process.242

D. BONE HEIGHT AND WIDTH MEASUREMENT243

The outputs of the detection process are the top-left coor-244

dinate (x, y) of the bounding box and the length and width245

of the object that can be detected in the image. The output246

values were used to calculate the height and width of avail-247

able bone in the implant area. Bone height (hBone) is the248

distance between the crest of the bone and the MC [3]. In this249

study, hBone was calculated as the difference between the250

top y-coordinate value over the MC (topyMC) and the top251

y-coordinate value over AB (topyAB). An adjustment value252

for bone height (ch) in millimeters was added to obtain hBone253

in line with the expert’s calculations. The hBone equation254

proposed in this study is as in (1).255

hBone = topyMC − topyAB+ ch (1)256

The alveolar process width determines the bone width257

(wBone) [4]. In this study, wBone was calculated from the258

width of the bounding box of AB (widthAB), as shown in (2).259

An adjustment value for bone width (cw) in millimeters was260

added to obtain wBone in line with the expert’s calculations.261

wBone = widthAB+ cw (2)262

FIGURE 5. Example of bone height and width measurement.

Fig. 5 shows an example of measuring hBone and wBone 263

of the available bone using the result of the Dental-YOLO 264

detection. hBone is calculated using (1) with ch = 0, such 265

that hBone is obtained from the difference between topyMC 266

and topyAB, which is 40 pixels. wBone is calculated using 267

(2) with cw = 0, so wBone equals widthAB, which is 268

37 pixels. The image resolution is 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.3 mm, 269

meaning that 1 pixel in the image file equals 0.3 mm. 270

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 271

A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 272

The training process was performed to develop a detection 273

model using Dental-YOLO. This process used 744 annotated 274

2D coronal slice grayscale images. The training process was 275

performed up to a maximum batch of 4000. The batch size, 276

learning rate, momentum, and decay used in the experiment 277

were 64, 0.001, 0.9, and 0.0005, respectively. After the detec- 278

tion model was developed, 320 images were used for testing. 279

The output of the detection process is used for the bone 280

measurement process. 281

In this study, four implant areas with varying ABmorphol- 282

ogy were selected for bone measurement. In each implant 283

area, eleven images that measured the height and width of the 284

available bone were selected. Image selection was based on 285

the implant site area in relation to neighboring teeth and the 286

mesial-distal width AB for the ideal dental implant location, 287

which is 3 mm [30]. Since the pixel spacing is 0.3 mm, five 288

images in the mesial direction and five images in the distal 289

direction were taken from the center image of the implant 290

site area, so that eleven images were selected for each implant 291

area. 292

Two dental radiologists from the Airlangga University 293

dental hospital performed manual bone measurements. The 294

first radiologist, expert1, had 14 years of experience, while 295

the expert2, had two years of experience. The two experts 296

work individually and separately to take bone measurements 297

using a CBCT viewer. The proposed approach measures bone 298

using Equation 1 and 2, where previously the images were 299

detected using Dental-YOLO. After measurement, the mean 300

measurement of bone height and width in each implant area 301

was calculated. These mean values were used to statistically 302
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TABLE 2. Performance comparison of detection result.

compare the results of the two radiologists’ bone measure-303

ments and the proposed method.304

B. DETECTION PERFORMANCE305

The algorithm’s performance is comparedwith the other three306

algorithms: YOLOv4, YOLOv3, andYOLOv3-tiny. Themet-307

rics used in this experiment are IoU, the average precision308

(AP), and billions of floating-point operations (BFLOPS).309

The first two metrics, the IoU and AP, are used to measure310

the accuracy of the object detectors. The higher the AP and311

IoU values, the better the detection performance. In contrast,312

most recently, BFLOPS was used to measure the computa-313

tional time complexity of the number of model operations.314

The lower the BFLOPS value, the better the performance,315

which means the algorithm requires lower computing power316

to conduct the training process.317

From Table 2, we can see that in terms of AP,318

Dental-YOLO outperforms all of the other algorithms having319

the highest value of mean average precision (mAP) of320

99.46 percent. Note that mAP is the mean of AP of321

class AB and AP of MC. Even though the average IoU322

of Dental-YOLO is 81.33 percent, slightly lower than323

YOLOv3 and YOLOv4 having an average IoU of 83.12 and324

84.51, respectively, Dental-YOLO is eight times faster than325

YOLOv4. In terms of computational power, Dental-YOLO’s326

performance is comparable with the most efficient algo-327

rithm, YOLOv3-tiny. Note that Dental-YOLO significantly328

outperformed YOLOv3-tiny in both mAP and Avg IoU.329

Dental-YOLO is proven to be an algorithm with effi-330

cient computational power without sacrificing detection331

accuracy.332

The efficiency of Dental-YOLO is reached via architec-333

ture simplification from the previous work, like YOLOv4,334

where it can significantly reduce the BFLOPS required from335

59.57 to 6.83, making the training process faster. The archi-336

tecture simplification of Dental-YOLO and YOLOv3-tiny337

uses two feature maps in the output branch. Therefore,338

BFLOPS of Dental-YOLO and YOLOv3tiny are smaller339

than the other two algorithms, YOLOv3 and YOLOv4. Note340

that the size of the backbone network in Dental-YOLO is341

slightly more complex than that in YOLOv3-tiny, resulting342

in the BFLOPS of Dental-YOLO being slightly larger than343

that of YOLOv3-tiny. The overall detection result of the344

FIGURE 6. The detection performance with feature map scale variations
on Dental-YOLO head.

proposed approach, Dental-YOLO, is better than that of the 345

YOLOv3-tiny approach. 346

A comparison of the detection performance was performed 347

by changing the combination of the feature map scales on 348

the Dental-YOLO head. The scale variations carried out are 349

low and medium scale, medium and high scale, as well as 350

a combination of low, medium, and high scales. The results 351

of the detection of variations in the scale were compared 352

with the low and high scales used in this study. Fig. 6 353

shows the detection performance results obtained using fea- 354

ture map scale variations on Dental-YOLO heads. The low 355

and high scales used in the proposed Dental-YOLO archi- 356

tecture achieved the best results in MC detection, with an 357

AP MC of 99.55%. While the use of low and medium scales 358

resulted in the lowest MC detection compared to other scale 359

variations. These results indicate that high-scale feature maps 360

are more suitable for MC detection. The use of low and high 361

scales in the proposed Dental-YOLO architecture resulted 362

in slightly lower mAP and AP AB values than using all 363

scales (low, medium, and high). However, using two scales 364

in Dental-YOLO is more efficient than using three scales. 365

For AB detection results, the use of medium and high scales 366

produces the lowest mAP and AP values compared to other 367

combinations that use low scales. This indicates that the com- 368

bination ofmedium and high scale is not suitable for detecting 369

AB. This shows that AB can be recognized well with a low 370

scale. 371

Fig. 7 shows examples of the AB and MC detection results 372

using Dental-YOLO with variations in the shape and number 373

of AB and MC. The image shows the detection results in 374

the form of a bounding box on the AB and MC that were 375

successfully detected, and the detection confidence value 376

was written above the bounding box. All AB objects in the 377

sample were detected successfully, with a high confidence 378

measurement because the size of AB was quite large and 379

visible. For MC detection, the confidence value of the detec- 380

tion results depends on the clarity of the MC image. If it is 381

clear, the confidence value is high (above 0.9), as shown in 382

Fig. 7(a), (b), (c) on the right, and (d) on the left, the MC is a 383

small sphere in AB. The MC is less clear in Fig. 7(c) on the 384

left. Therefore, the confidence value is only 0.65.Meanwhile, 385
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FIGURE 7. Examples of detection results using Dental-YOLO; (a) and (b) high confidence value in detecting AB and MC, (c) low confidence
value for left MC detection, (d) false positive in detecting right MC.

in Fig. 7(d), there is a false-positive case in detecting the386

MC in the right bone as two adjacent MC objects. This is387

because the shape of the MC elongated from walls AB and388

inside AB.389

The study detected AB using YOLOv3-tiny, resulting in390

mAP of 98.60% [27]. The difference between YOLOv3-tiny391

and Dental-YOLO lies in the backbone architecture;392

YOLOv3 uses Darknet53, whereas Dental-YOLO uses393

CSPDarknet. The use of CSP modules can improve the394

learning ability of convolution networks and increase their395

accuracy. Dental-YOLO achieved AP of 94.97% for AB396

detection, outperforming YOLOv3-tiny.397

C. BONE MEASUREMENT398

The hBone and wBone measurements of the proposed399

approach (P) were calculated using equations (1) and (2)400

and compared with the measurements made in expert1 (E1)401

and expert2 (E2). Table 3 shows the mean height (Mh) and402

mean width (Mw), as well as the difference in mean height403

(MDh) and difference in mean width (MDw) of the four bone404

implant areas. The mean difference (MD) was calculated405

from the difference in the mean measurement between the 406

experts (MDhE and MDwE) and the difference in the mean 407

measurement between the expert and the proposed approach 408

(MDhE1P, MDhE2P, MDwE1P, and MDwE2P). The MD 409

column for each height and width measurement also dis- 410

played the smallest value (min), largest value (max), and 411

range between the smallest and largest MD values (range). 412

In this study, the ch value for the hBone measurement was 413

−1, and the cw for the wBone measurement was −0.3. 414

Table 3 shows MD among experts was small for measure- 415

ments of bone height (MDhE) and width (MDwE). The range 416

of MD indicates that the measurement of bone height has a 417

smaller MD than that of bone width. 418

D. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 419

Bone measurements were evaluated by two-way ANOVA 420

using the Minitab 19. Two-way ANOVA was performed 421

to test whether there was a difference in the measurement 422

between the proposed approach and the experts. Two inde- 423

pendent variables were analyzed for their significance in 424

the measurement of mean bone height and width. The first 425
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TABLE 3. Mean and mean difference (MD) in bone height and width measurements.

TABLE 4. Result of two-way ANOVA for bone height measurements.

TABLE 5. Result of two-way ANOVA for bone width measurements.

variable is the system, which is the object that takes the mea-426

surements and consists of the proposed approach, expert1,427

and expert2. The second variable is the implant area, which428

comprises four implant areas where measurements are taken,429

namely implant areas 1, 2, 3, and 4. Fig. 8 shows bones430

with various AB morphology variations from each implant431

area.432

Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the two-wayANOVA test433

for the measurement of bone height and width, respectively,434

from Minitab19. The significance level (α) used in the two-435

way ANOVA test was 0.05. For the system variable, the436

p-value obtained from the measurement of bone height was437

0.249, and that of bone width was 0.184, both of which were438

greater than 0.05. This means that the system variable had no439

significant effect on the bone height andwidthmeasurements.440

It can be concluded that there is no difference in the mea-441

surement of bone height and width produced by the proposed442

approach and experts. As for the implant area variable, the443

p-value of bone height measurement was 0.000 and bone444

width measurement was 0.003, both of which were smaller445

than 0.05. This means that the implant area variable signifi-446

cantly affects the measurement of the bone height and width.447

TABLE 6. Grouping information using the Tukey method for measuring
bone height.

TABLE 7. Grouping information using the Tukey method for measuring
bone width.

Analysis after the two-way ANOVA was performed for 448

variables with p-values ≤ 0.05. Tukey’s test was used to 449

determine the implant area variable group based on mean 450

bone height and width. Tables 6 and 7 show the group- 451

ing information using Tukey’s analysis for measuring bone 452

height and width from Minitab 19. From the information on 453

the implant area group for measuring bone height, implant 454

areas 3 and 4 were in the same group, whereas areas 2 and 455

1 were in separate groups. Meanwhile, the group information 456

for measuring bone width showed that implant areas 2, 4, 457

and 3 were in the same group, and area 1 was in another 458

group. 459

The results of the two-way ANOVA test showed that there 460

was no difference in bone height and width measurements 461

produced by the proposed approach and the experts. This 462

indicates that the proposed approach can be used to mea- 463

sure the available bone in the implant area. This means that 464

the bounding box attribute of AB and MC detection from 465

Dental-YOLO can be used for bone measurement in dental 466

implant planning. 467
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FIGURE 8. Height and width bone measurement by expert1 and proposed approach; (a) and (b) implant
area 1-region 36, (c) and (d) implant area 2-region 47, (e) and (f) implant area 3-region 46, (g) and
(h) implant area 4–region 36.

However, the implant area affects the measurement of bone468

height and width. This is due to the different morphologies469

of AB in the measured implant area. Fig. 8 displays the 470

bone measurement results for four implant areas with varying 471
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AB morphology from expert1 and the proposed approach.472

AB in implant areas 3 and 4 had a similar bone morphology473

to the bone in areas 1 and 2. Implant areas 3 and 4 were474

in the same group, based on the grouping results for bone475

height and width. Implant area 1 has AB, which is narrower476

in width than other implant areas; therefore, it is in a sep-477

arate group in the measurement of bone width. The bone478

measurements shown in Table 3 indicate that the MD bone479

height in implant area 1 was the smallest. The bone crest of480

implant area 1 was not reduced, and the bone position was481

upright so that the bone crest was at the top of the bound-482

ing box. Fig. 8(a) shows the expert1 hBone measurement483

at area 1 of 10.90 mm. Fig. 8(b) shows the hBone of the484

proposed approach of 11 mm. The measurement difference485

was 0.1 mm. In contrast, the MD bone height in implant area486

2 was the highest. Fig. 8(c) and (d) show 2DCBCT images in487

the implant area 2. In these images, the bone crest decreased488

owing to bone loss. The top of the bone area was below the489

top of the bounding box AB. Fig. 8(c) shows the expert1490

hBonemeasurement in area 2 of 11.45 mm and (d) shows the491

proposed approach of 12.5 mm. The measurement difference492

was 1.05 mm. A decrease in the AB bone peak affected the493

hBone measurement value.494

Three measurements were performed by each expert to495

determine the available bone width. The experts chose the496

largest of the three bone width measurements as wBone.497

Fig. 8(a) shows the wBone value obtained by expert1 of498

11.23 mm. The proposed wBone measurement in this study499

measures the width of AB from the width of the bounding box500

AB. Fig. 8(b) shows the wBone value of 10.8 mm. Table 3501

shows that in the measurement of bone width, the MD in502

width for implants 1 and 2 is less than 1 mm, while the area503

for implants 3 and 4 is more than 3 mm. Fig. 8(a) to (d) show504

2D CBCT images for implant areas 1 and 2. As shown in the505

figure, the AB bones are in an upright position such that the506

measured available bone width corresponds to the width of507

the AB bounding box. The width measurements were similar508

to the expert measurements. Fig. 8(e) to (h) show images509

of the implant areas 3 and 4, respectively. In the pictures,510

it can be seen that the shape of AB is not perpendicular.511

Therefore, thewidth of the bounding boxAB is larger than the512

actual bone width. This causes the bone width measurement513

of the proposed approach to be larger than that of expert514

measurement.515

Further research is needed to measure the height and width516

of the ABmore precisely to reduce theMD in the bone height517

and width. AB crest detection can be applied to obtain a more518

precise hBone, especially in bones with decreased AB crest.519

The AB segmentation process can be applied to obtain a more520

precise wBone size, with the wBonemeasurement performed521

from the edge of AB.522

IV. CONCLUSION523

Dental-YOLO is a compressed version of YOLOv4 that suc-524

cessfully detects AB and MC simultaneously, using low- and525

high-scale features. Dental-YOLO has an average detection526

precision of 99.46%. Dental-YOLO detection was eight times 527

faster than that using the YOLOv4 approach. Dental-YOLO’s 528

BFLOPS was 6.83, which was significantly smaller than 529

that of YOLOv4’s BFLOPS of 59.57. The training process 530

becomes much more efficient. This greatly helps the effi- 531

ciency of the development of the Dental-YOLO system in 532

implant treatment planning. 533

The ANOVA test, which analyzes the comparison between 534

the measurement results by the system and the radiologists, 535

shows that automatic AB and MC detection can be used 536

to properly measure the available bone in the implant area. 537

There was shown to be no significant difference between 538

the radiologist’s measurements and the proposed method. 539

Therefore, automated measurements can be used to simplify 540

dental implant planning. However, further research is needed 541

to improve the accuracy of bone measurement through the 542

detection of AB crest and segmentation of the AB on dental 543

CBCT images. 544
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